We turn visions into value
Largest European Entrepreneurship Center
Founded in 2002, Owned by Industrial Entrepreneur Susanne Klatten
Biggest Open B2B Startup Platform with Corporate Partners like Allianz, Bosch, BMW, Daimler, Facebook, Google, Intel, SAP, Siemens
High Performance VC Fund with over EUR 200M under Management - Cooperation with Leading Global VCs like Accel, atomico, GA, Lakestar and NEA
Part of TUM - Technical University of Munich, Germany’s Number One Technical University
We Bring Together a Community that Creates Lasting Value
FlixMobility is a globally active mobility service provider. Under its brand names FlixBus, FlixTrain and FlixBus Mieten, it offers new travel alternatives that are comfortable, economical and environmentally friendly.

Founders: Jochen Engert, Daniel Krauss, André Schwämmlein

Impact

European market leader with over 60M customers and over 2000 destinations

Touchpoints

UVC Partners
The KONUX system is an end-to-end solution which uses IIoT sensors and artificial intelligence to improve network availability, extend asset lifetime and reduce costs. It continuously monitors and analyzes the health of key switch components such as the track bed and frog, and provides actionable recommendations.

**Founders:** Max Hasler, Dennis Humhal, Andreas Kunze, Vlad Lata

**Impact**

Reduces delays caused by infrastructure (maintenance) by 20%

**Touchpoints**

- UVC Partners
- TechFounders
- Manage and More
- UnternehmerTUM Academy for Innovators (TechTALENTS)
NavVis has developed 3D scanning hardware, which serves as the core technology for seamlessly implementing and operating digital twins.

Founders: Sebastian Hilsenbeck, Robert Huitl, Dr. Felix Reinshagen, Dr. Georg Schroth

Impact
Used by leading automotive, construction, real estate, and insurance companies in over 30 countries worldwide

Touchpoints
TUM Gründungsberatung
XPRENEURS Incubator (formerly KICKSTART)
MakerSpace
Lilium

An air taxi with groundbreaking technology to bring the vision of fully-electric flight to reality. With a range of 300 km, the Lilium Jet could potentially connect urban and suburban areas, on short as well as long distance flights.

Founders: Sebastian Born, Matthias Meiner, Patrick Nathen, Daniel Wiegand

Impact
Travels up to 300 km in just 60 minutes with zero operational emissions

Touchpoints
XPRENEURS Incubator
MakerSpace
TUM Gründungsberatung
From First Idea All the Way to IPO: Our Entrepreneurship Funnel

Entrepreneurship and tech education: 5,000+ participants p.a.

(Pre-)incubation of start-up projects: 300+ startups + tech projects p.a.

Start-up development and acceleration: 50+ scalable startups p.a.

VC and start-up financing: 1+ billion Euro p.a.

150+ supported startups p.a.
Bringing Innovation Forward: UnternehmerTUM Programs and Cooperations

**UnternehmerTUM**

**Entrepreneurship education:**
- MBA in Innovation & Business Creation
- Executive Trainings
- Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs
- TUM Entrepreneurial Masterclass

**Startup programs:**
- TUM Start-up Consulting
- Landing Pad
- Tech216

**Innovation for companies:**
- BUSINESS CREATORS
- DIGITAL HUB MOBILITY
- Initiative for Applied Artificial Intelligence
- BE FIVE

**Funding:**
- UnternehmerTUM Venture Capital

**High-tech workshop:**
- MAKERSPACE
Manage and More connects students from different studies with strong entrepreneurial mindset who want to take responsibilities, want to develop further and generate impact together.

You find people with the same drive. Learn how to develop innovative solutions for relevant problems.

Key Facts

- 18 months scholarship program
- in German
- students from all Munich universities are welcome

Contact the Program Leads
bewerbung@manageandmore.de
Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs

This cross-cultural exchange program enables entrepreneurs to learn from each other, how to start or expand a business internationally. It helps aspiring entrepreneurs to acquire the necessary skills how to run a small business. The experienced hosts benefit from fresh perspectives and receive the opportunity to gain access to new European markets.

Key Facts
- **Applications**: possible all-year-round
- **Eligibility**: early stage founders and experienced start-ups or managers of small enterprises
- **Duration**: 1-6 months

Contact us
- erasmus@unternehmertum.de
techTALENTS empowers the next generation of high-tech entrepreneurs and innovators. We welcome everyone and support you in developing YOUR idea - from the first draft to the mature startup project.

Our programs include:
- Business Plan Seminars (basic & advanced)
- Tech Challenge
- Technology Entrepreneurship Lab
- … and many more on techtalents.io

Key facts
- hands-on team projects
- individual/team coaching
- ECTS/certificate of participation
- flipped classroom approach
- open to everyone

Contact our team
techtalents@unternehmertum.de
On 1,500 sqm, we offer our community everything they need to bring ideas and innovations to life by building prototypes or small-scale productions. 3D-printing, laser cutting, metal & wood workshops, and other machines are available for use.

Every TUM student gets 6-months free membership and free machine courses upon registration for the [x] MakerSpace scholarship.

Key facts
- 6-months free membership
- free machine courses
- in German or in English
- prototyping materials on site

Contact the scholarship coordinator (Anastasia)
myasnichenko@unternehmertum.de
Q&A in breakout rooms

Now you need to choose an option which is the most interesting to you. Decide on the program to discuss in the respective breakout room:

- **Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs**
  - add “E_” and underscore before your name like this: Anna → E_Anna

- **Manage and More Scholarship**
  - add “M_” and underscore before your name like this: Yvonne → M_Yvonne

- **techTALENTS/MakerSpace**
  - add “T_” and underscore before your name like this: Anastasia → T_Anastasia
Thank you!

UnternehmerTUM GmbH
Lichtenbergstr. 6
85748 Garching (Munich), Germany

Tel. +49 (89) 18 94 69-0
www.unternehmertum.de